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contemplated, because of the need to preserve operat .lonal equipment

and maintain it in a high degree of coMbat readiness. In mid-19k7,1,

much of the supplementary training naterial had not been standar-

dized and	 being improvised. Ve believe, however, that the

training program itself must be conducted under speclf .le, uniform

training regulations, and the article contains ev-idence of a plan

to provide standardize . : training equipment in the future.

4. The detailed list of training equipment required for the

specialized classes to be conducted in ICha uni:x apparently refers

to the Soviet second-ceneration system. The ar'..Lcie Ln;lles that

in mid-1961, It trainLI.c plarz vere being vnrked ou-. and mem units

were being formed far ol,-site training. On the becir of our current

estimates, this vex some rin months or acre be-Jo...c construction and

installation work va comple-.ed

sites. There is nothin„:	 the article to sugges%	 earlier exis-

tence of i videzpreaa an4 pro-a: for fIrst-gcAeratton IC]'. units.

5. The article's referencer to "self-contained zuidavn s:.rtem"

components, and the absence of references to clearly-ideLtifiZtle

ground-guidance equiiincn., suggest that the second-generation ICBM
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CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE AGENCY
WASHiNGTOtt 250. C

MEMURUCUM FOR: The Director of Central Intelligence

SUBJET	 : STFJ.TE310 MISSILE BULLETIN: The Establishment
of a TraininE Materiels Base for	 Tr11117.ii-Ns

ai1e Negiments"

1. Enclosed is a verbatim translation of an article which
appeared in a Soviet Ministry of Defense publication called
Information Bulletin  of the Missile Troops (Informetsiona
ByUleten Raketnyth 117.7;17)7-7tEis puhlication is classified .
TOP SECRET by the Soviets and vas first issued in 1961. It i.,
intended for generals and officers of the Missile Troops.

2. In the interests of protecting our source, this material
should be handled on a need-to-know basis within your office.
Requests for extra copies of this report or for utilization of
any part of this document in soy other form should be addressed
to the originating office.

Enclosure

‘AliA4044.1%.44..koatot"-

Richard Helms
Deputy Director (Plans)
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Following is a verbatim tranals.ion of an article titled
"The Establishment of a Training Materials Base for Special
Training iv Misoile Reginents", which apprered in the 1961
75rst Issue of a TOP SECRET Soviet publication titled Information 
Bulletin of the Missile Trawl (Informatsionnyy Byulleten

ketrki	 The 1961 First Issue was sent to press on
I6JLy 15..
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The Estetlishmen of a Truinlme Metersais Beee

for Sioeeiel Trainin in Yissile Legtmects 

The modern missile weapon is a complex of diverse and complicated
equipment, mechanisms, ane! aa-enbIles, crested as a result of the latest
achievements in a whole series of scientific and technical fields.

The complexity of the equipment, the high demands for precision
in its manufacture, and the greet stability of the parameters, given by
the basic instruments -- all this has a definite impact on the opzration
of missile ccaplexes.

The process of preparing missiles for launching is very complicatei,
protracted, and completely taken up with diferert operations, the per-
formance of vhich demands greet skill and atxtive and laboricele work
by the personnel. The slightest negligence by any member of the crew
who does not possess sufficient skill at his work may leed, at best, to
a delay in the launching of the missile. Therefore, the designers are
confronted with the task of simplifying to the maximum the technclogy
of preparing missiles for launching.

The inadmissibility of a violation of the instructions during the
perfccerence of technological operaticnr, and even more, of breaktEe of
meteriel and of the putting out of comrdssion of expensive instruments
and assemblies, end, at the same tire, the demenas for high speed in
the work of preparing miseiles for launching, imposes gxeet responsi-
bility fo r his OVD sector of the vcrk on each member of a crew. There-
fore, the operation of missile , equipment, which constitutes most of the
everyday cccbet work of subunits, is impossible without the appropriate
special training of the personnel.

In many cases, missile units are reinforced with officers who have
no previous training in missile specialties. Officers who have com-
pleted courses of short duration at higher educaticoal institutions and
at industrial enterprise* must constantly renew and increase their



knowledge directly in rissile reginents.

Thcroeg,Y. kx-lwiedEe of the materiel, of the physicel retnre of the
proeeeses and pllenonena which take elnce 	 ttA wale: cf the inetrn-
meats, units, and astemblies and a knowledge of the proeelure and rules
for preparing thee for work are needed, net only by the officers, but
also by the enlisted men and noaccemisSioned officers. be letter must
have the requisite keowledge, both of thee own sector of work and nf
those allied to it. These requirements are impoetd because, first of
ell, an officer is not	 check the correctness of all the
technological operations carried out by the crew members constantly;
and secondly, because in the organic structure of subunits it is some-
times necessary to replace engineers by technicians and technicians by
enlisted arat and noncommissioned officers (in secondary sectors of work).
In adeltion, enlisted men and noncommissioned officere who balm not
acquired thorengh knowledge and experience in venting with the equipment
may quickly loee these skills after their demobilization from the am',
vhinh will undoUbtedly have an adverse effect on the preparednees of
reserve cadres. Therefore, missile units, even in peacetire, nuEt be-
come a school for the special traleing of persocral.

This task can only be accopplished by having a conplete training
materials base in missile regiments which fully supports the normal
course of combat training.'

ESTerience shows that a good training materials base, even if it
has no organic equipment (vocruzheniye) at ell, allows t.,4 training of
persoenel in the use of equipment in e sufficiently short period of tire
(this is very important in the forration of military units before they
receive	 new types of missile equipment).

ie training base ensures deeper study of the materiel by personnel,
and helps the= tc Acquire practical skillE"in work with rateriel. In
turn, work with training equipment excludes the possibility of the pre-
mature exhaustion of resources of equipment and also of breekages and
faults and of the putting out of comeission of the various assemblies of
a coubat missile.

Mast should the nature of a training materials base for specialized
training in a missile regiment be?

-3-



First of all, beginning with the stages of trainieg personnel, a
training 'materials base should provide:

-- the prelinipary tresylini, of personnel in spilled subjecte,
such as electrical engineering, radio engineering, mechanics, chemistry,
optice, etc., regardlesa of the fact that there subjects may have
been rtudied before or during familiarization wits nietile cquipuent:
the study of applied subjects is esscntial for thorough understanding
of the principles for setting up instruments and asseehlies and of
the physical nature of the processes and phenomena which oocurduring
the work of the personnel;

• copplete and thorough study of the nechanism and workings of
the separate inztruments, components, systems, and asseMblies of the
missile and of the whole complex of ground equipment;

• the thorough perfecaon by the personnel of methods and cr"
practical skills in the execution of each technological operation
specified in the Technical Condition for the Operation of a Miesile
(Ukhnic"...askiye usloviya na ekspluatatsiyu rskety);

-- the coordination of combat subunits through the carrying out
of an entire complex of tralning work in the preparation (or simulated
preparation) of a eissile for launching, checking that technolobsical
operations are performed correctly;

-- the working out of problems of the storage and preservet ion
of'meteriall the carrying' exit of technical inspectioos, of preventive

i
profilaktichaskly) work, and of routine maintenance work
reglamentnaya rabota);

-- the firm mastery by personnel of all the rules of the safety
techniques in work with materiek.

The tra1mI ng aids and equipment of a training materials base are
divided into the following in groups.

Technical documentation and literature. The constitution of this
group of training aids is determined by the complexity of the equipment
available as arnaMent. Besides classified (grifovannly) technical
documentation and literature about missile equipment, an adeqpate quantity
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of reguler end universall;), available textbockm on electrical engineering-,
radio engieeering, and on other applied tecbmical subjects should be
held in u regimenu.

Tt-einingL poetere. Posters should occupy one of the most importent
places in a training materials base, because the use of visual educa-
tional aids is a very inportant factor vLich helps in the study of equip-
maut. Furthermore, the availability of posters helps thoet who are
directing studies but rho lack adequate experience to carry out the
atuthes correctly, according to methodology, and frees the tro y the
unnecessary expenCLiture of time in drawing complicated sketcbei . and
diagram on the blackboard. Posters allow the interval mechanism of
devices and asseublies to be shown.

Posters depict the most important diagram, schedules, tables and
complicated instruments and mechanisms, and their separate parts, de-
tails, and components. Posters should be prepared in several colors.
The use of several colors, as a rule. increases the clarity of the
training aids and simplifies assixilatioo of the trairing raterial.

It is necessary to have poeters showing the structure of all the
assemblies of the missile complex, and-- when organic equipment is not
available-- the general appearance of the separate assemblies, control
panels (pult), etc. ) as well.

Electrified diagimes (etands). In order to simplify the study of
complex electric, electronic, kineuatic, hydraulic, or pneumo-hydraulic
diagrams of instruments and systems, electrical lighting of the basic
elements of a diagram is norrelly used. The switching of the lighting
in order, as the elements are worked through, my be carried out both
manually and autmatically by ream of time mechanisms and relaye in-
corporated in the lighting circuit.

By improving the lighting circuit and by introducing additional
automatic units, it is possible to achieve the visual representation
of the workleogs of such processes as the flow of liquids in pipelines,
the movement of mecbanisre, burning, etc. Although the production of
electrified stands is difficult and takes up a lot of time, they
justify theaselves,because they help with the better assimilation of
the material which is being studied.
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MOcX-u, sa mo:.'ele. In order to demonstrate the structure
and wori.I.L4, trinti;le of the mein instrunentf-, mci.s.nistx
seser11es of mlscl_lt equipment, mock-upz end model crc- pre-ired.
Thee!: my be in an plant, buiit	 -on panels, cr thzen-dimensional
(obyeznyy), sod atatic or working.

Hocl:-ups and models are indispensable in the absence of c:ose-
sections of actual elements of equipment. It Is probably impossible
to give a better demonstrution of how a type of mechanism works, or
of the coordination Cr its perts while it is working with any equip-
ment other than working mock-ups and models.

Working mock-ups and models smy be used not only to show the
work of individual instruments End mechanisms, btt also to demonstrate
coordination it the work of several assemblies (for example, the
coordination of the pad (stol), carrier (telezhka), and erector
(ustanovshthii:, in the installation of the missile on the launching
pad, etc.).

traiaing 	Training aids are con-
structed for the carrying out of separate Cechnological operations
and to impart practical working skills to personnel.

In their purpose, construction, and complexity, training aids
may vary quite videll. Training aids range from the very simple

rpo
r example, the device fur training in the plugging in of connectors
dklyuchenlye shtepselnykh razyemov) and fueling hoses) to the very

complicated (for examples the trainer for 5 to 7 words m1seina7 pad).

Training aids should be created for the mastery of such operations
and work as the aNuatment (nastrolta) of pressure reguletors (reduktor
davleniya), the adjustment of the throttles (drossel) of the system
for emptying the tanks, the installation of the powder charge ignition
(pirozazhigatelnyy) device, Checking the resistance of the insulation',
checking the powder squibs (pirozapal), checking the pressurization
(germetichnoet), adjusting the automatic range controls (avtomet
upravleniya dalnostyu) Cherving the gyroscope devices (giropribor),
laying the cable network (razvertyvaniye kabelnoy eeti) at the tech-
nical and lrunch sites, etc.
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instrurents, corooneetsl_1229rts  of rizelle equi_peent 
4beemel... The avuilability ce croLs-sections of instruments, con-
ponen-,..e, end other clethents of vlsallt eq..ipme nl considerably euriche
a trn4 materials bete and facilItetes its ertellishment to e ce7--
taiz exl..ect. Thus, for example, tLe peed for t	 reporation of cer-
tain posters giving a general view and cross-secti.ons, and of certain
mock-ups, etc., disappears. In addition these elements can be widely
used for the preparation of stands, models, end trainimg aids.

Training sets of ml-ssileJ  and ground equipment essethltes are
used to perfect the practical &kills of personnel in their use of
missile equipment, to bring the cathode for carrying out techiplogical
pperations to the point where they are performed automatically and
prinarily for the coordination of the operations of cm:bet •ullumite.

The correct distribution of equipeent to training classes is of
greet significance in the organizatioc of special training. A list
of these classes has already been given to the troops.

For the special training applicable to intercontinental
(nezhkontinentalnyy) ballistic missile units, the following list of
equipcent is recoumended for tra i ning classes.

.Theslass on missile construction and propulsion systems (there
are two classes to a regiment):

- - a set of training posters on the construction of a missile,
of the propulsion system (dvtgatelnaya ustanovka) a of the er.‘xiliary
equipzent and on operation and safety techniques;

-- working mock-up:3 and models which demonstrate the coordination
of parts when the pressure regulators, the electro-pneuzatic valves
(elektropneelacklapen), the pressure 'relays (rele davlenlya), and other
automatic elements in the prppulsion system are working;

-- a working mock-up showing the nose come separation process of
the missile;

- - a working mock-up of the systet for ezptying the tanks;
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-- on electrIfied paeumo-hydrtullo diagram of the missile;
-- an electrified assembly diagram (U.&-ahbems) of the system

for regulating tht a;;parent speed;

-- training ail to carry out the pneumatic testing of the missile;

-- training eidr for the adjustment of the pressure reculator and
of the throttle of the system for emptying the tanks;

-- a set of crot--sectioa5of the instruments, components, and
assemblies of the missile and of the propulsion system;

-- a set of sapples of the tools, accessories, and devices used
during operation.

The class for-complex testing of  the missile  (one class to each
battalion):

-- a set of training posters showing overall views and the front
panels of the lan0 coatrol consoles (in the absence of organic equip-
ment), overall views and the layout of the elements of the electrical
equipment, and of operating and safety techniques;

-- posters showing the pneumo-hydraulic system of the missile,
a general diegram of the missile-borne (bortovaya) guidance system,
the system of the cable connections of the technical and launch sites;

- working models to demonstrate the work of the tiring mechanism,
the relay, the programmed current distributor (prolgramannyy tokorespre-
delitel) and others;

-- an electrified diagram of the complex testing of the missile
guidance system (with a simulation of the preparation for a launch
and of a firing.);

-- an electrified stand simulating the rovement of the missile
in trajectory;

-- a training aid for carrying out self-contained and complex
tests on a missile;

-8-
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-- training sits for work on the plugging in of comnectccs and
for the la:fing cf the network of cables at the technical and laxlch

-- a se-, of the components of the missile-borne electrical
equipme ..-:t ant NIPEO (cables, connectors, relays, timing mechanisms,
programmed current distributors, switches, and others).

The class an the self-contained guidance system (one class to
each battalion):

-- a set of posters showing overall vievs and the arrangement
of the main instruments of the guidance system (when actual samples
are not available), filmed and electrified diagrams of the principles
of the missile-borne instruments, of sources of power, and of elements
of the ccm=tation apparatus;

-- working mock-ups and models dem-astrating the work of the
gyroscope, of the control actuator (rulevaya mashinka), of the speed
regulator gear (privod regulyatora skornsti), of the uroscope-
stabilized platform (girostabilizirovannaya platforma), of the pro-
grammed impulses gauge (datchik programmirovannykh impulsov), and
others;

-- electrified diagrams of the automatic stabilizer (avtcmat
stabilizatsii) of the normal and lateral stabilization systems (normal-
naya I bokoyaya stabilizatsiya), of the programmed impulses system,
of the system for regulating the apparent speed of the automatic
range control (avtomat upravleniya dalnostyu), of the system for
emptyl...g the Larks and of the emergency destruct system of the missile
(avariynyy poexyv rakety);

traininF aids for checking the gyroscope-stabilized platform,
the tuning of the automatic range control, and for checking the re-
sistance of insulation, and of the powder cartridges (piropatron);

-- a collection of cross-sections of the instruments and elements
of the electrical circuits.

The class on launching equipment and on the aiming of the missile
..(two classes to a regiment):
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-- a act of ,,e-ters, on the Isur:chLng equipment reterfel, and un
operating ani safe-4 techniques;

-- a set of posters on the ai=ing instruMente;

7 - a stand displey window or l'Tne Transport, Storage, and Trans-
shipment of Kissiles.;

-- a mock-up of a launchinE, platform 'aith equipment dispoeed om
it in one of the degrees of readiness;

- moek-upa of ground equipment assemblies (in the absence of
organic equipment);

-- an electrified diagram of the electrical equipment end
hydraulic system of the erector (ustanovshOhik);

-- an electrified diagrem of the electrical equipment of the
crane (kran);

-- a treining aid stand for the operator of the hydraulic system
of the erector, on the erecticm of the missile CG the launch pad;

-- a training aid stand for the mechanic-crane operator on the
transshipment of the missile;

-- a collection of cross-sections of the assemblies, Instruments,
and other elements of the inure/114g equipeent;

-- a training set of east% instruments.

.	 The class on fueling esLAynotrt end  missile fuel (one class to a
rag:leant):

-- a set of posters on the fueling equipment and missile fuel
material, and on the operation of e ssemblies and safety techniques;

- - a working mock-up demoustratlng the work of the level gouges
(datchik urovnys) and of the devices for signa lling filling limits
(aignelizator predelnogo napolneniya);



▪ ED electrified stand on "Tht Sz:stem for Controllimc Fuelihz
from a Distance";

-- electrified diagrers of the electrical equipment ani hydraulic
aystems of the fuel and oxidizer aervicera (za;rmvsh:hlk)i

▪ a training aid stand on the fuel se:vicar;

• a trairtig aid stand on the oxidizer servicer;

ft- a training aid for instruction in the connecting of hoses;

• a chemical laboratory treini ng set;

-- a panel on "Sarvles of Missile Fuels in Use";

-- a collection of cross-sections of instrmmentsbcoeponents,
assemblies, and other elements of the.. fueling equipment.

Tlate class on compressor and nitrogen-extracting stations and
diesel electric stations (one clues to a reg4ment):

-- sets of posters on each type of material equipment, on opera-
tional and safety techniques;

- - an electrified diagram of the electrical equipment of a con-
pressor station;

-- an electrified assembly-diagram of the air syater of a com-
pressor station;

-- an electrified diagram of the electrical equipment of a
nitrogen extracting station;

-- am electrified stand on "The Work of the Technological System
of a nitrogen Extracting Station";

- -electrified diagrams of the electrical equipment of a diesel
electric station and of an electrical transformer assembly;

Ur SEC ET



-- training aid. stan$:. on each type of equipment (with control

panels, simnleting the work processes);

-- training instrumentE for the analysis of special fuels;

-- collections of cross-nections of the assenblies, instruments,
and mechanisms for each type of equipment;

-- working Models and mock-ups demonstrating the work of in-
dividual elements of the equipment.

The class on radio-telemetering equipment (one clase to a
regiment):

-- a set of potters and diagram's about the structure of the
radio-telemetering equipment, its operation and safety techniques;

-- a set of working "100.k-ups and modals, denonstrating the work
of separate elements and instruments of the redio-telemetering equip-
ment (an electronic tube, an electronic amplifier, a eulti-vibratcr,
a generator, the simplest receiver,amet others);

-- an electrified assembly-diagram of the equipment of the radio-
teleretering station;

-- a set of electrified diagrams of the met distinctive assemblies
of the redio-telemetering equipment;

-- a collection of the elements, instruments, and medhanisns of
the radio-telemetering equipment.

A similar list of equipment for the training of classes, with some
changes, is also quite suitable for intermediate range missile (raketa
sredney dalnosti) units. -However, the proposed list Should not in any
way hinder the shoring of initiative locally. Om the contrary, such
initiative will help to improve the equipment of the classes, and
will stimulate the persoonel to a better understanding of their
specialty.

Here the minimum necessary number of training classes for the

-12-
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special training of a regiment of intercontinental ballistic missiles
Is reviewed. The equipment of classes in each individzml case depends
on a whole series of factors -- the organic struct s.ne of the subunits,
for example, on the availability of training equipeent, on the number
arrf. size of rooms sat aside fox the classes. Ths umber of trzining
caresses must always provide for the normal progress of the combat
training of all subunits.

Diagrams, posters, tables, and panels must be of such a size
that the parts and texts shown on.. them are visible *Om all the seats
in the classroom. Sketches drawn on paper sticuld be pasted on card-
board or on cheesecloth for durability. Posters which are to be hung
must be equipped with special loops or rings'.

In all training classroom it is advieible to arrange devices for
hanging posters on the wane or on stands.

For the damonstraticp of smell eLenents„fcr example, electrical
circuits, automatic equipment of a propulsion system, or of flat
models, panels era prepared. Large or heavy instruments, assemblies,
and mock-ups are stored in the classrooms on stands or supports.

In the preparation of training equipment (regardless of its t)ipe),
the possibility should be consi4mmed that some changes in its Struc-
ture without basic rebuilding, say be necessary, as should the
feasibility of partial disassembly for transportation, and of buil4ing
the equipment from available (not scarce) materials.

Training equipment must not only completely represent the subject,
but should also be attractively and well made up, because well pro-
duced stands, posters and training aids increase the interest of the
pupils in the subject being studied. However, improving the standard
of preparation dnes not at all mean that it is necessary to install
massive stands and supports finished'in rare varieties of wood. Ex-
pensive construction in equipment may be justified to a certain
extent for study room and auditoriuze in institutions of higher
learning, but not for classes in units. Such stands need a great
expenditure of fortes and mans, which often far exceeds the cost of
the mock-up or diagram itself.



Ile basic requirement made of training equipment is that it
shoua! ensure the maximum inte lli gibility of the material being
studied. When preparing the equipuent, this requirement should
not tt forgotten. /f, for example, in sn automatic electrified
diegrem, the pnesibility of stopping it at a-given operation is
not toreseet, or the possibility of independent (separate)
illunination of its elements, if a diagram is prepared on a dark
background, without clear listing of the elements using weed
terminology, then the diagram may lose its value as a training aid
to a significant degree.

The greatest difficulty in setting up a training materials
base will be presented by the development and preparation of
working models, electrified diagram's and training aids. Tech-
nical guides to the preparatico of this equipment consist mainly
of technical and operating docuaeutation describing and directing
the wvrk of the respective missile equip;ent assemblies. For
example, electrified diagrams of the respective systeme are
drawn on a large scale, and for clarity certain additions are
introduced (different colors for indlwidual elements relief,
etc.). The installation of electrical illumination depends on
the purpose and the availability of the various automatic elements
of the diagram being prepared. Tbus,tbe design collective of
Am its must be able to carry out the development and preparation
of similar diagram without any additiceel documentation.

The activities of the design groups of rationalizing and
inventing collectives in the regiments nust at present be directed
mainly toward the solution of the main task of supplying traJnIng
naterials bases with special training aids.

As has already been said above, the technological process of
preparinge missile for launching consists of a large number of
different operatives, for the correct and rapid fulfillment of
whict a good standard of training is needed in the personnel. For
this, toe best training aids wi..l be actual examples of missile
equipment, but in practice, the requirement for the high combat
readiness of material and for the preservation of its resources
excludes the possibility of frequent training with it. Additional
training of personnel must be carried out on specialized training
aids.
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Specialized training aids cannot be examined in isolation from
other types of training equipment. it is sufficient, for exezple,
to put the elements for controLling the illuminati= of the
electrified hydraulic and electrical diagram of the fuel servicer
oc a separete panel, arranging them in the same order as in an
ectunl asseebly, and one bee a training aid which will permit the
meMbers of the crew to perfect the work of fueling. The same applies
to the working model of an erector. An electrified pneuno-hydraulic
diagram of the miseile will make an original training aid if the
possibility of 'Ululating prelauneh pm-oration is taken into con-
sideration during lts construction.

In order that a crew rester, working with a training aid, can
follow the results of his act ions it is advisable to develop
training aids which are eoMhined with electrified diagram and
working mock-ups. In training aids which are being set up it is
essential to foresee the possibility of having the instructor
artificially introduce various malfunctions, in order to train the
personnel in their quick detection and correction.

Thus, for non-organic design organizations and for the
rationalising and inventing collectives of missile regiments V.4
field of activity in the problems of development and preparation of
training aids is very wide.

In setting up a training materials base,. the problem of finding
materials for the preparation of training equipment as-Ousel a
special place. Elements and assemblies of missiles which are of
obsolete construction and aircraft equipment, delivered to units for
mounting by classes 3 are a big help in the preparation of training
aids.

Pr scet samples of equipment only general commercial materials
are needed, but for some samplea elements in short supply are used--
relays, tizdng mechanises, Beall electrical motcas and othAntr elements
of autcmatice4 which are general purpose products and are net pro-
duced at missile equipment enterprises. Attention should be drawn
to the initiative of Certain unit commenders l 'who managed to organise
the receipt of sub-standard (nekonditsionnyy) production sales
(relay., electric motors, etc.) from enterprises of the electrical
industry, located close to their &tail:coition areas.
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Pert of the equipment of training classes (from the liat
given abov4, intended for manufacture by the forces of regiments,
V5 entered in the Table of Sores for the Supply cf )dlitary
Training Equipmemt to Units of the Missile Troop: (Tabel norm
snabzheLlyb voyennimsbwm imuencbestvow chaatc-i raketuyth
voyak). Materials in short supply will be supplied by the Ch1ef
blgineering Directorste of the Missile Troops (Glavnoye
inshenernoye uprevlenlye raketnyhh voysk--GIURV) on applicetion
by units.

The Table of Norms for the 8upply of Military Training
Equipment euvisages the preparation of the following equipmemt at
the repair factories of the Chief Directorate of Missile Troop
Equipment (Glavnoye uprovleniye riketnogo voyakovog) 6borudnvenlya--
(MVO) and its supply to units:

-- training aids for carrying out the pneumatic testing of
a missile;

-- training aids for carrying out independent and complex
testing of the control system;

-- training aid stands on the oxidizer servicer;

-- training aid stands on the fuel servicer;

-- training aid stands on the erection of a missile on a
launch pad.

&OW of the samples of this equipment are already prepared
at troop units and handed over for adaptation and perfection to
the repair factories of GURVO, and part is still being developed
at institutions of higher learning and in troop units in accordance
with aubjects of scientific research which have been assigned.
But these are only the first steps'. It is possible to evolve
and prepare all the samples of training equipment, including simple
training aids for the perfection of individual operations in the
technological process of preparing missiles for launching, with
the forces of the design collectives of units.

In view of the need for the quickest possible equipcent of
missile troops with high quality training and practice equipment,
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it ie advisable to set up a special experimental -design organization,
supplying it with an experiments/ end a production beef!. Greet
assistance must be rendered to the units in the evolution and prepar-
ation c: traiming equipeent by the workers of the directorates and
services of the Commander-in-Chief of the Nissile Troops.

In certain missile resixents, the construction of training
buildings to house the special training classes is being carried
out with initiative. This is a very good start. It is advisable
to encourage this initiative in every way.

The constant exchange .of experience of vark and of periodic
informatioa about achievements in setting up a trainiag materials
bast in also not unix-portent.

The commanders and political workers of large units and units
are responsible for settia6 up a model training materials base for
apee'al training. However, there have been scue CRSCS in which
commanders of rcglnents MI6 did not hove a training materials base,
on receiving instructions on the establishment of a non-organic
design bureau, have limited themselves to Writing into the instruc-
tions the mazes . of several officers Who have entered the composition
of these bureaus.

In their content, composition, and work, non-organic design
bureaus suet coafarn with their designation:— The preparation of
training aids greatly facilitates the improvement of the special
training of those Who are to carry out the work directly. It is
necessary to bring the most skilful craftsmen (master) and handy
men (unelets) from among the enlisted men and noncommissioned
officers into the design bureaus. The design bureaus nust be
supported with all means, material and tools, and special premises
and a production base must also be allotted to them, even at the
expanse of existing repair shops. Specific tasks with time limits
for their performance and for the preparation of this or that sample
of trsining equipmemt, shosil.dhe assigned to the design bureaus after
the status, of the training materials- base has been aeritied and
after the availability of means and materials has been determined.

It is necessary to search more persistently and locally for
all the' wcys and means to combat this task, directing Party and
Komsomolorgenizations toward its accomplishment, and enlisting
tut whole group spirit of units.
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The establishment ct 6 model traininE Reterials base in each
riastle reziment letthin a short period or time is the duty of all
ommandart and chiefs at all level.




